ROBERTO ASSAGIOLI’S
INTERIOR WORK DIARY
Edited by Luce Ramorino / Translation by Gordon Leonard Symons
Assagioli’s inner work, witnessed in these diary pages, which we are reporting in the various issues of the magazine,
unfolds day by day and offers us the example of the slow pace of the process of inner growth, which occurs as in a
continuum, by small steps, unnoticed, like grass growing... Discontinuous moments take the form of intuitive flashes
and awareness, resolutions and small crises, with constant attention, almost a double awareness, that this work
serves oneself but constantly reverberates on others…
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Capolona 28th August 1925
After a good meditation I feel compelled to take up my
diary again. In the “silence” I felt with renewed clarity and intensity how my state of chronic fatigue derives
from “passive extroversion”, from allowing myself to be
absorbed and dispersed by things, “forces” and people.
I felt again that the cure lies in concentration, vigilance,
“active introversion”. Cultivate Peace, the sense of the
Eternal; set myself well in the pole of Being - do not let
myself be overwhelmed in “becoming” –
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28th August 1925
I must curb my impulses to act, immediate reactions to
stimuli - Listening - Remembering In helping, in giving, do not extrovert myself too much. “Déborder sur eux sans sortir de moi” as “Consummata” says so
well. Giving without dispersing and without binding myself
- Giving more at a distance, by writing, and “internally”. Be more with myself. To elaborate and assimilate more
deeply and consciously the experiences made and those
that I am doing gradually Learn the “lessons” of life well, - Do not repeat too
many usual mistakes again. –
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Capolona 28th August 1926
The dynamic power of faith; I am convinced of it, but I
don’t use it – in fact.
Excellent article on the subject: Ch. Fillmore, The development of faith (“Unity” Sept. 1925). F. clearly highlights the difference between trust and faith. It is an
important and generally unnoticed difference. I have a
lot of trust, of drive, but so far I have had little faith.

Trust is passive, faith is positive, dynamic. Trust is receptive, faith is creative.
Faith leads to implementation; faith affirms with irresistible power - Faith is a magical, wonderful power.
Capolona 9th September, 1926
Since yesterday, the beginning of a new inner phase.
A sense of liberation from the three worlds – of serenity.
I feel myself to be “serenely Lord”. I feel myself approaching the state described
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in “Light on the Path” II 4e8.
A sense of lightness, of joy, having dropped the heavy
burden of the personality with its stupid little worries,
with its crowds of vain thoughts, with its constant letting
itself be attracted by external impressions.
Freedom! Freedom! Divine freedom!
Unspeakable sweetness of these awakenings - of finding
oneself again, of coming back into contact with Reality,
with glorious, holy Reality.

And such pity for the countless hosts of veiled, blind,
obsessed souls!
Freeing oneself to free.
Establish myself well in Freedom, in Dominion, in Detachment - then I will be able to help all the more effectively, without letting myself be enveloped by others
‘mists, nor disturbed by others’ worries, others ‘agitations, others’ pains.
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2nd August, 1932 (Capolona)
Last night, while I was awake, I imagined that someone
was giving me the means to expand my work, and all of
a sudden, the idea came to me, very strongly, to make
psychosynthesis the center of my work, to make it my
“password”, the central “thought form”.
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This morning I wrote several notes on the subject, which
felt clear and inspired - (See) The main intuition was to work on psychosynthesis “internally”, first of all, to create a strong, clear, vibrant
thought form ---

Roberto Assagioli

KINDNESS
Kindness and nobility as a concert,
harmony, synthesis of all the virtues

Falköping. Svezia

